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1 Introduction
1.1 Sino-Tibetan population genetic studies

• The prehistory of major ethnic groups in the area have been extensively studied.

Studies focus on the peopling of the Tibetan plateau, the origin and migration or
expansion of the Han population, or the relationship among Qiang, Han and Tibetan
populations (Su et al., 2000; Yao et al., 2015; Kang et al., 2012; Torroni et al., 1994).

• Several large population genetic surveys have been done in East Asia. Thus, there are a
lot of genetic datasets available.

The HUGO Pan-Asian SNP Consortium, for example, provides population genetic
data for East Asia, Central-East Asia and South-East Asia (Consortium, 2009).

• Combining various genetic datasets is the “traditional” approach for large-scale population
genetic studies. There are guidelines and software available for extracting and merging
subsets.
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1.2 Sino-Tibetan linguistic studies
• A large language family in an important region, but we do not know much about its past...

Various factors, including geography, population expansion and migration resulted
in highly diversified languages. Most research focuses on the relationships among
Sino-Tibetan languages (subgrouping of the language family), with few studies at-
tempting to determine the age and the Urheimat of the Proto-Sino-Tibetan.

• Due to idiosyncrasies in documentation, the existing language data is not amenable for a
large-scale computer-assisted or computer-based comparison.

All comparison based on more formal systems (like computer-assisted approaches)
require that data is not only readable for humans, but also formalized enough to be
processed by machines. The current data is in some form, however, even not read-
able by humans, since many sources only provide very scarce glosses for the forms
documented in word lists and dictionaries, with lexical or grammatical forms being
transcribed in highly idiosyncratic orthographies or non-standardized traditions that
look like the International Phonetic Alphabet only on the first side. To address these
problems, we design workflows to extract common concepts, convert orthographies
to phonetic transcriptions, and to combine data from different sources into larger
datasets amenable for computer-assisted and computer-based comparison. (List et
al., 2017a; Forkel et al., 2017).

• Computational methods for a detailed analysis of large scale cross-linguistic datasets are
still in their infancy.

Many linguistic features can be used to evaluate the similarity of a set of languages,
including cognate judgments (List et al., 2017b), aggregated similarity of pho-
netic sequences (Jäger, 2013), or grammatical features (Longobardi and Guardiano,
2009). When provided manually, by experts, these tasks are very time-consuming.
With the assistance of computational methods for automatic sequence comparison,
we can speed up the tasks a lot. But since computational methods usually lag be-
hind the accuracy of experts, the best way to combine the speed of computers with
the accuracy of experts are computer-assisted frameworks in which software is used
to pre- and post-process the data, while experts correct the computational findings
(List, 2016b). Therefore, combining the benefit of experts’ knowledge and computer
algorithms can not only improve the efficiency but also the accuracy of our linguistic
datasets.

1.3 Language and population genetic studies
• Systematically integrating techniques and findings from disciplines that deal with the past
of human languages and populations could greatly improve our current knowledge about
human prehistory.

• But integrating data and results across disciplines faces many challenges



– Different linguistic datasets cannot be directly compared, due to differences in coding and
annotation.

– Ethnic groups and languages are not necessarily described by invoking a one-to-one re-
lationship. Due to bilingualism and ethnic identity one ethnic group can represent a very
intertwined history both with regard to languages and genes.

– For very few populations we have both population genetic and linguistic data.

– We have only few datasets on certain minority languages and language isolates, and even
if we have sources from more than one author, the data may at times vary drastically
(consider, for example, the differences in the data on Kusunda as found in (Donohue,
2012; Kusunda linguistics) and (Reinhard and Toba, 1970)).

– There are various ways to calculate linguistic similarities and distances, but we cannot tell
by now which methods should be preferred.

– We lack appropriate methods to compare similarities and differences in linguistic and
population genetic datasets.

2 Methods
2.1 Workflows for population genetic studies
Since the invention of high-throughput technology, screening genome-wide variation (as op-
posed to variation among selected genes only) has became very popular among population
geneticists. Thanks to informatics, standardized workflows have been proposed for the pre-
processing of large-scale datasets, and a couple of algorithms are now routinely applied to eval-
uate genetic similarities among target populations.

• For our genetic data, we use single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) on the autosomal
chromosome.

Therefore, this study merely analyses the genetic structure of the target populations
and ignores the effect of paternal or maternal inheritance.

• Using the Bioinformatics toolkit PLINK (Purcell et al., 2007), we can extract common
SNPs and combine multiple microarray datasets.

• Employing the Fixation index (FST ) (Holsinger and Weir, 2009), we can evaluate the
genetic similarities across populations.

• We can use Neighbor-joining tree (Saitou and Nei, 1987) as well as multi-species coales-
cent methods (Edwards et al., 2007; Liu and Pearl, 2007) to construct Bayesian phyloge-
nies.

2.2 Workflow for linguistic study
The influx of computational algorithms and large amount of digitized linguistic data open up the
new era in historical linguistics to process large-scale data efficiently as well as give a consistent



measurement in the aspect of language comparison (List et al., 2017b). We convert selected
datasets into cross-linguistic data formats (CLDF) and follow the workflow below.

• Extract lexical items of target languages from individual linguistic studies by using custom
Python scripts along with helper functions from the LingPy software package (List et al.,
2017a).

• Making use of the Concepticon project’s code and data (List et al., 2018), which links
different elicitation glosses across more than 200 different questionnaires to unique iden-
tifiers (called concept sets in the project), we can easily identify which concepts are re-
flected across the datasets that we want to combine (List et al., forthcoming).

• By linking all data to Glottolog (Hammarström et al., 2017) where possible (proposing
new Glottocodes for those varieties that are currently not yet considered in Glottolog),
we can easily assemble and compare data for the same language variety from different
sources.

• By coding our data in the format proposed by the Cross-Linguistic Data Formats initia-
tive (Forkel et al., 2017), we make sure that our data is provided in a transparent format
in which data curation and data comparison is transparent, replicable, and open for im-
provement.

• We develop and improve existing methods to compute various forms of linguistic dis-
tances, going beyond the “normal” level or cognacy by employing and testing methods
for partial cognate detection (List et al., 2016) and improved annotation of linguistic data
within the EDICTOR framework (List, 2017).

• We use standard approaches to compute phylogenetic trees from the data (Bayesian frame-
works, distance-based frameworks, etc.) and explore alternative methods for future use,
for example for ancestral state reconstruction (Jäger and List, 2018), working in close
collaboration with experts on phylogenetic reconstruction from our department and other
institutes.

2.3 Mapping genes and languages
Table 1 gives a preliminary list of ethnic groups along with genetic as well as linguistic data
currently linked to them. Note that all these mappings are open for improvement, and that we
hope that experts in the respective areas will help us to improve our data consistently.



Ethno-Linguistic Group Language Language Dataset Genetic Dataset
CHB Beijing Liú, Lìlǐ刘俐李 et al. 2007 Consortium 2009
Hakka Meixian Liú, Lìlǐ刘俐李 et al. 2007 Consortium 2009
Cantonese Guangzhou Liú, Lìlǐ刘俐李 et al. 2007 Consortium 2009

Han Fuzhou Liú, Lìlǐ刘俐李 et al. 2007 Consortium 2009Suzhou Liú, Lìlǐ刘俐李 et al. 2007
Tujia Tujia Sūn 1991 Lazaridis et al. 2014
Jinuo Jinuo Sūn 1991 Consortium 2009

Tibetan Tibetan (Written) Sūn 1991 Simonson et al. 2010
Tibetan (Lhasa) Sūn 1991 Yao et al. 2017

Naxi Naxi (Lijiang) Sūn 1991 Lazaridis et al. 2014
Karen Karen Huáng 1992 Consortium 2009
Yi Yi (xide) Sūn 1991 Lazaridis et al. 2014

Kusunda Kusunda Reinhard and Toba 1970 Lazaridis et al. 2014
Kusunda linguistics Lazaridis et al. 2014

Burmese Burmese (Written) Sūn 1991 1000 Genome project
Lahu Lahu (Black) Sūn 1991 Lazaridis et al. 2014
Ao Naga Naga (Chungli) Marrison 1967 Reich et al. 2009

Table 1: The selected ethno-linguistic populations and the datasets.

3 Chances and Challenges
Chances

• We try to establish a new framework to study to which degree language and genetic di-
versity correlate.

–

Previous studies on the co-evolution of genes and languages only investigated
phoneme inventories and genetic diversities of ethnic groups (Creanza et al., 2015).
Phoneme inventories, however, are an extremely bad predictor of language history
(see, e.g., the discussions around the approach by Atkinson 2011).

–

If we want to fully explore to which degree languages and genes co-evolve, we need
to assemble the best of available linguistic data and the best of available genetic data
and analyze them with the best methods available in both fields. Following classical
historical linguistics, we assume that lexical data is most indicative for language
history and language diversity, although we try to code our data in such a way that
we can search beyond the pure lexicon by investigating, for example, the distribution
of sound correspondences across related languages with methods that we currently
develop.

• By presenting our work in this very preliminary stage, where we do not have any initial
results yet, we hope to draw linguists’ attention to the importance of increasing the com-
parability of linguistic datasets when documenting the diversity of the world’s languages.
We also hope to instigate a debate on best methods and best practices when trying to
identify ethnic groups with population genetic and linguistic data samples.



Challenges

• Increasing the comparability of linguistic data.

–

We need to work much harder on increasing the comparability of linguistic data.
Data on Kusunda, an almost extinguished language can be taken as an example for
current problems. We have found two resources from two separate studies (Dono-
hue, 2012; Kusunda linguistics; Reinhard and Toba, 1970), however, we often found
vastly different orthographies linked similar concepts. It is possible that the studies
document different dialectal varieties of the language, or different historical stages,
but we can hardly tell from the scarce descriptions we find in the literature or the
sources themselves. For our study, we currently include all resources without merg-
ing them, hoping that future documentation can help to resolve these issues.

• Improving automatic methods for historical language comparison.

–

We need to work much on improved automatic methods for both language-internal
and language-external comparison and search for cognates. Especially language-
internal cognates (Hill and List, 2017) were so far largely ignored in recent studies
(see Arnaud et al. 2017 for a recent approach), although automatic methods could be
designed in a rather straight-forward way. Further challenges for automatic methods
are the improvement of measures for linguistic distances, and an improved handling
of phylogenetic reconstruction, especially in those cases where partial cognacy is
predominant (List, 2016a).

• Improving explicitness of qualitative linguistic annotation.

–

We need to make classical linguistic work much more explicit than it is at the mo-
ment. Scholars know a lot about their data, but the way in which they share their
findings is not amenable for formal analysis and therefore rarely machine-readable.
The only way to address this problem is to start from existing examples and to try
hard to improve the annotation of linguistic analyses that are so far most often written
in prose form in numerous articles devoted to language history. But since historical
linguistics is a rather formal endeavor, we think it should be possible for linguists
to improve on this, and we will try to propose new methods for the annotation of
important phenomena like sound correspondences, derivation patterns, and analogy
in our future work.
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